
HOW MANY ENVIRONMENTAL TOXINS DO YOU
THINK YOU COULD FIND IN THIS BEAUTIFUL

WELL-MAINTAINED KITCHEN? 
10, 20, 30, maybe more? 

Most people have no idea that modern homes are making them sick. Builders have learned that high end

finishes give the appearance of overall good quality construction, so even higher end homes are often poorly

built. 

The reason is simple: cost. Since most home buyers don’t know the difference between good and not so

good construction, builders are forced to lower their standards just to complete. And it doesn’t end there. 

Once we become homeowners we fill our homes with more toxins. Marketers have learned that the better

something looks, the better it smells, the better it sells. As homeowners, most of us are more concerned with

how things look than true quality. Everything has to be replaced soon or later. After all, it’ll be outdated. As

long as the light comes on when we flip the switch, the house looks nice, and it smells clean, everything’s

fine.

We’re being exposed to an ever increasing toxic load from an ever increasing number of sources. Our bodies

are incredibly resilient and self-healing, the problem is that repeated small injuries from all kinds of toxins

including molds, household chemicals, electromagnetic frequencies, etc. are overtaxing our body's ability to

recover.

Now let's turn our attention to the toxic load our homes might be placing on our bodies and our health

without us even realizing it. Turn the page over and see if you guessed right.



HERE’S A LIST OF SOME OF WHAT COULD BE
HIDING IN THIS BEAUTIFUL KITCHEN

Remember there is no perfect home and all these toxins can be
removed or greatly reduced. Some of them with very little effort.

No or poorly designed vent hood to remove

particulates from cooking (elevated 2.5 micron and

smaller particles are associated with many health

complaints - that’s 2.5 millionths of a meter in size

and invisible to the human eye)

A very small gas leak with no detectable odor (can

lead to severe health issues)

High magnetic fields from heating elements (linked

to cancer)

Elevated electric fields from electrical controls

(linked to a wide variety of health complaints)

Dirty electricity from conversion of AC electric

current to DC current (can be particularly

troublesome for electrically sensitized individuals)

High magnetic and electric fields

Toxic sewer gases entering the living area due to

dried out drain trap

Dormant mold from dried drain line leak (dormant /

dead mold considered allergenic and potentially

toxigenic)

1- Gas cooktop

2- Wall Oven

3- Heating elements from looped style under floor

electric heating element

4- Unused sink with dried out plumbing drain

Constant radio frequencies at the same frequency

as your microwave. Levels are typically much higher

than those from nearby cell towers

Microwave radio frequency fields at elevated levels

as much as 14 feet away while in use

Toxic airborne chemicals from detergent and

fragrances

Mold from leak and decaying flooring

High magnetic fields from drying element

Off-gassing from sealed household cleaners,

pesticides, etc. stored under sink

Bacterial growth from garbage disposal and

dishwashing sponge in sink

Electrical current contact voltages on metal kitchen

faucet due to wiring issues on the electrical system

transferred to copper plumbing lines (can be

particularly troublesome for electrically sensitized

individuals)

Hidden mold from leaking pipes inside wall cavity or

behind cabinet

5- Home WiFi

6- Microwave oven

7- Dishwasher

8- Kitchen sink and cabinet

Additional hidden mold inside wall cavity from

poorly installed and leaking window flashing

Up to 300 unregulated chemicals from fragrance

formula (due to fragrance lists being considered

proprietary, even banned chemicals can be

included)

High electric fields due to faulty electrical ground

connection

High magnetic field from compressor motor can

extend several feet into an adjoining room that

backs up to the refrigerator

Mold growth from spill inside fridge and / or from

dust and moisture collection in drip pan under

fridge

Bacteria in ice and water from contaminated water

line

Toxic chemical residue from insect sprays /

treatments

Toxic chemical residue from household cleaning

agents

9- Window

10- Plug-in air freshener

11- Refrigerator

12- Cabinet baseboard and floor

Don’t let this list scare you, every biological toxin listed can be removed or greatly reduced.
We understand dealing with environmental toxins can seem daunting. After testing we give

you a prioritized list of your specific issues, and a description of how they can be safely
remediated. You can reach us via our website at www.AHIEnvironmental.com.

 
 


